Exploration of transferability in multiscale coarse-grained peptide models.
Coarse-grained models can facilitate the efficient simulation of complex biological systems. In earlier studies the multiscale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method was employed to examine the folding landscape for two small peptides. In those studies, MS-CG force fields specific to each peptide were employed. We extend here the scope of that work with the goal of obtaining a transferable MS-CG force field which can be used to simulate the folded conformations of peptides with disparate structural motifs. Information obtained via MS-CG modeling was used to understand the characteristics of CG interactions which govern their capacity to be transferred between different peptide systems. We find that polar CG groups are least transferable in general, with interactions between CG sites representing the CO and NH groups on the peptide backbone being particularly resistant to facile transfer. Our results additionally suggest that, while there are limitations to the approach, the MS-CG method may provide a systematic path toward obtaining rigorously defined CG interactions with at least some degree of transferability. These studies also indicate that it may be possible to enhance the transferability of the MS-CG approach by identifying novel ways to combine information from different MS-CG force fields.